DOUBLE MAJORS
- Imaging Science +...
  - Applied Mathematics
  - Biomedical Sciences
  - Computer Science
  - Imaging & Photo Tech
  - Management Information Systems
  - Physics

WHY IMAGING SCIENCE?
- Only university with undergrad program
- In high demand
- Broad range of career choices

UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES
- Application Based Curriculum
- Hands-On Experience
- Dedicated, Accessible Faculty

OPTICS
COLOR SCIENCE
BIO-MEDICAL
ASTRO-PHYSICS
DEGREES
Imaging Science: BS, MS, PhD
Color Science: MS, PhD
BS + MS/PhD Combos

HISTORICAL RESTORATION
HUMAN VISION
REMOTE SENSING
OPPORTUNITIES
- Undergraduate Research
- Internships and Cooperative Education (Co-op) (optional)
- Study Abroad

CAREERS
- >99% immediate grad school / job placement
- Starting salary with a BS degree immediately after graduation
  up to $70k’s

January 2010: Haitian earthquake damage aerially mapped with a sensor designed & built at the RIT Center for Imaging Science
Hi there,

My name is Bethany Choate, and I know first hand the exceptional and highly sought after skills imaging scientists possess—because I, myself, am an imaging scientist. I graduated from RIT with a BS in Imaging Science in 2006 and spent the following years in the Imaging Science industry. My distinctive experiences in Imaging Science brought me many opportunities that I am positive I would not have received otherwise: lucrative scholarships; competitive internships; a wide variety of career choices; and even some really great friends and mentors. I am so passionate about how great the Imaging Science program is, I chose to return to RIT and help spread the word about this unique discipline.

**Imaging Science** is a challenging and rewarding major in the Rochester Institute of Technology’s College of Science. A multi-disciplinary major that combines physics, mathematics, computer science, and engineering, our students enjoy more than a 99% acceptance rate into a variety of jobs and industries, with stating salaries up to the $70,000's (with a BS degree). See more at www.cis.rit.edu/tellmemore!

If you are interested in learning more, have any questions about Imaging Science or RIT, or would like a personal tour of the Center for Imaging Science, please feel free to email me at bethany@cis.rit.edu. I hope to hear from you!

-Bethany